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Abstract: The determination of the Higgs self-coupling in the Standard Model is one of the
primary motivations among all the future lepton colliders. Extending the scalar sector of the
Standard Model by a new Higgs doublet with a quadratic Higgs potential gives many new features to
the model, and most importantly additional Higgs self-couplings emerge. Measuring these couplings
is the only way to reconstruct the shape of the scalar potential. In this study, the numerical
analysis of several scattering processes is carried out for the two-Higgs-doublet model to determine
all these Higgs self-couplings. These processes are selected among various possible combinations of
additional Higgs states. The computation is carried out in the exact alignment limit (sβα = 1).
The distribution of the cross sections is presented regarding the polarization of the incoming beams
and up to
√
s = 3 TeV. A strategy for extracting the Higgs self-couplings are considered in 2HDM
and at the future lepton colliders. Possible final states that could be used for each of the processes
are investigated using the decays of the final state particles.
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1 Introduction
The masses of the fundamental particles are generated through the electroweak symmetry breaking
mechanism (EWSB) in the Standard Model (SM). That mechanism is constructed with the inclusion
of a scalar Higgs field and quadratic scalar potential. One prominent prediction of this theory is
a scalar particle named the Higgs boson which had been searched for a long time, and finally,
it was discovered at the LHC [1–4]. Many production and decay channels of the Higgs particle
have been studied extensively since then. According to the measurements, it resembles what the
SM predicts so far. There is a model called the two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) where another
Higgs doublet is added to the SM. In 2HDM, there are in total of five Higgs states: two charged
ones (H±) and three neutral bosons (h0, A0, H0). Adding this extra scalar doublet introduces rich
phenomenological implications which need attention.
The experiments at the LHC goes well so far, and it produced many results. However, a precision
machine such as lepton collider is necessary for studying the Higgs particle and its properties
thoroughly. In lepton colliders, the initial state is well defined. If the four-momenta of the remnants
in the collision could be extracted in high precision, that would help to reconstruct the event in
detail. There are couple of proposals for the future lepton colliders: the Circular Electron-Positron
Collider (CEPC) in China [5–7], the Future Circular Collider (FCC-ee) [8] at CERN [9], and
the International Linear Collider (ILC) in Japan [10]. These proposals support that the electron-
positron colliders are the excellent choice to produce many Higgs bosons and to study its properties.
They will be literally the Higgs factories, and they could be used for complementing all the LHC
results.
According to the SM, the mass of the Higgs particle is related to Higgs self-coupling by m2H =
2λv2 at the tree level, and measuring the Higgs mass makes it possible to determine the Higgs self-
coupling gHHH . To establish the EWSB mechanism thoroughly, the scalar potential of the Higgs
field needs to be constructed orthogonally. That requires making measurements of the triple and
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the quadratic self-couplings, gHHH and gHHHH respectively. Studying the double Higgs-strahlung
(e−e+ → ZHH), along with WW double-Higgs fusion (e−e+ → νν¯HH) makes it possible to
measure the triple Higgs self-coupling with astonishing precision in the SM [11–14]. On the other
hand, measuring Higgs self-coupling allows us to reconstruct the Higgs potential in the SM, which is
the most conclusive test of the EWSB mechanism. If the scalar sector is extended like the 2HDM,
determining the self-couplings, as well as the Higgs potential, could be a complicated task. In
2HDM, there are in a total of 8 trilinear Higgs self-couplings. A similar attempt was made before
at what extent the trilinear Higgs couplings could be probed by studying various Higgs boson pairs
associated with the Z boson in reference [15]. However, the processes and the region of interest
differs from this study, and most importantly the motivation for the free parameters of the model
does not hold the primary theoretical constraints (perturbativity and unitarity) of the model which
was claimed otherwise. Some of the couplings were studied through the double and the triple
Higgs boson production in references [16, 17]. Besides, triple and quartic Higgs couplings have been
studied at the linear colliders in the context of the MSSM in references [18–23]. In this work, we
analyzed various scattering processes in e−e+-collider and concluded whether all these Higgs self-
couplings could be determined. In this aim, the correlation between these couplings and scattering
processes is examined, and a plan is offered on how to determine the triple Higgs self-couplings.
Distributions for the cross sections are calculated as a function of the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy
and the polarization of the incoming beams. The results are obtained in 2HDM is analyzed for the
free parameters of the model considering the recent experimental limits.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly introduce the scalar potential, the
relevant couplings and the Higgs mechanism in SM and 2HDM. A discussion on the experimental
and theoretical constraints are carried out. The connection between the processes and the Higgs
self-couplings are analyzed. In section 3, the analytical expressions regarding the kinematics of the
scattering are presented. The numerical results and a discussion are given in section 4. In section
5, the decay products of the Higgses and the identification of each of the processes is examined. At
last, the conclusion and summary are delivered in section 6.
2 Short review of the Higgs mechanism and the self-couplings in 2HDM
2.1 Higgs mechanism in the SM
In the SM, the electroweak gauge bosons and the fundamental matter particles acquire their masses
interacting with a scalar field called the Higgs field. The scalar potential is defined as follows:
V (Φ) = µ2|Φ|2 + 1
2
λ|Φ|4. (2.1)
The Mexican shape like potential is obtained when the parameters µ and λ have the opposite sign.
To guarantee the stability of vacuum, the self-coupling λ is assumed to be positive, and µ2 < 0 is set
accordingly. The minimum of the scalar potential occurs at 〈Φ〉 = v = 246 GeV where µ2 = −λv2.
If the Higgs field is expanded around its vacuum expectation value, and the scalar potential sorted
out, then we get the mass term of the Higgs particle and the Higgs self-couplings [24, 25]
m2H = 2λv
2, gHHH = −3iλv, gHHHH = −3iλ. (2.2)
The complete reconstruction of the Higgs potential in the SM requires the determination of the
trilinear (gHHH) and the quadratic (gHHHH) Higgs self-couplings.
2.2 Scalar potential and parameter space in the 2HDM
In this section, we give a summary of the scalar potential and the parameters which are relevant to
the results. 2HDM simply includes a second SU(2)L Higgs doublet with the same hypercharge of the
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original Higgs field. This model has been studied extensively in the literature [26–30]. Since we are
not interested in the flavor-changing-neutral-currents (FCNCs) in this study, a discrete symmetry
called Z2 is imposed on the Lagrangian [31] which constrains them. The Higgs doublets in Higgs
basis are defined as Φi, (i = 1, 2) where
Φ1 =
(
G+
1√
2
[v + S1 + iG
0]
)
, Φ2 =
(
H+
1√
2
[S2 + iS3]
)
. (2.3)
Accordingly, the scalar potential in the Higgs basis is defined in equation 2.4.
V (Φ1,Φ2) = m
2
1 |Φ1|2 +m22|Φ2|2 −
[
m23Φ
†
1Φ2 + h.c.
]
+
Λ1
2
|(Φ†1Φ1)2 +
Λ2
2
(Φ†2Φ2)
2 + Λ3|Φ1|2|Φ2|2 + Λ4|Φ†1Φ2|2 (2.4)
+
[
Λ5
2
(Φ†1Φ2)
2 + h.c.
]
+
[(
Λ6Φ
†
1Φ1 + Λ7Φ
†
2Φ2
)
Φ†1Φ2 + h.c.
]
where all the coupling constants are real. In general, the parameters m23, Λ5,Λ6, and Λ7 could be
complex, but we take them real for simplicity. Following the prescriptions defined in references [32–
34], the masses of all the extra Higgs bosons could be calculated as usual. That is simply plugging
in the Higgs doublets into the scalar potential, and after sorting out the terms in equation 2.4, the
potential will be decomposed into a quadratic term plus cubic and quartic ones. The quadratic
terms define the physical Higgs states and their masses. The masses are obtained by diagonalizing
the quadratic mass terms. The rotation angle sβα = sin(β − α) defines the mixing among the CP-
even Higgs states [29]. The rest of cubic and quartic terms define the couplings and the interactions
among the new states in 2HDM.
In this study, we explored the exact alignment limit and set sβα = 1, as a result, h0 becomes
indistinguishable from the SM Higgs boson regarding mass and couplings. Consequently, the free
parameters of the model which are essential for this study are the masses of the neutral Higgs
bosons (mh/H0/A0), the ratio of the vacuum expectation values (tanβ), the mixing angle between
the CP-even neutral Higgs states (sβα), and the soft breaking scale of the discrete symmetry (m23)
[35]. It should be noted that the m23 term in equation 2.4 ensures the breaking of the discrete
symmetry softly.
These free parameters need to be constrained in some way. We imposed the following con-
straints, which are solely defined on a theoretical point of view in 2HDM.
• Stability : The scalar potential has to be positive at large values of the field [36–40].
• Unitarity : The amplitudes need to be flat at asymptotically large energies [41].
• Perturbativity : All the quartic scalar couplings in 2HDM need to be smaller than a particular
value, |CHiHjHkHl | < 8pi.
The parameter space is tested whether they obey these constraints with the help of 2HDMC-
v1.7.0) [42].
There is another set of constraints which are coming from all the previous experiments. We
followed a recent study [43] where the flavor limits are presented, and figure 3 in reference [43]
particularly gives the available region which is not yet excluded. The 2HDM has charged Higgs
states (H±) compared to the SM, and these could easily make a novel contribution to the flavor
observables. Besides, LEP, Tevatron, and LHC established many constraints on mH± and tβ .
Discussion on the new limits is carried out in reference [44] and the references therein. Inspired
by the reference [43] and the current experimental results at the LHC [44], masses of all the extra
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Higgs bosons are set to be mH = mH0 = mA0 = mH± . This selection also minimizes the oblique
parameters [45–50], so all the electroweak observables are close to the SM ones. In the exact
alignment limit, the decay of the H0 to vector boson pairs is suppressed. On the other hand, as it is
stated in reference [43], the neutral meson mixings ∆Ms in Type-I and the results of B¯(B0s → µ+µ−)
restrict the low tβ region. Thus, tβ > 2 region is adopted. Moreover, mH is not constrained for
large tβ range. As a result, the analysis is carried out in the 2 < tβ < 40 range. Finally, the last
parameter is the soft symmetry breaking term m23 defined in equation 2.4. The region, where the
m23 obeys the theoretical constraints, is given in figure 1, that region is calculated with the help of
2HDMC, and accordingly, the central point is picked in the calculation.
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Figure 1. The region of interest, where stability, unitarity, and perturbativity constraints are obeyed, is
plotted as a function of the soft symmetry breaking term m23 versus tβ .
The computation is performed in Type-I. On the other hand, the other types of Yukawa cou-
pling schemes are also possible such as Type-I/-II/-Y/-X [26]. However, that does not affect the
production rates of any of the process considered in this study because the couplings between the
electrons and the positrons to Higgses does not make notable contributions. That will be explained
more in the next section. The parameter region considered are presented in table 1.
Table 1. The range of the free parameters of the model, all masses are given in GeV.
Benchmark Yuk. T. mh0 m(H0/A0/H±) sβα tβ
1 Type-I 125 (150..500) 1.0 (2..40)
2.3 Higgs self-couplings in 2HDM
For completeness, we present the Higgs self-couplings in 2HDM as a function of the Λi given in
equation 2.4. According to the parameter space, sβα = 1, and cβα = 0 are set. Besides, in
the limit of mH0 = mA0 = mH± and exact alignment the parameters Λ4, Λ5 and Λ6 vanish.
Therefore, the Higgs self-couplings get simplified, and they are given in equations 2.5 - 2.10, where
Λ345 = Λ3 + Λ4 + Λ5. As the experimental results favor the exact alignment limit, it is illuminating
whether the self Higgs couplings are possible to measure in this limit. Among all the Higgs self-
couplings only gh0h0H0 vanishes, and the rest of them reduces down to a simple function of Λi.
Moreover, the couplings gh0H0H0 and gh0A0A0 are equal to each other, and we also remark that
ratio is gH0H0H0/gH0A0A0 = 3. These predictions could also be tested experimentally.
– 4 –
gh0h0h0 = −3iv((Λ7c2βα + 3Λ6s2βα)cβα + (Λ345c2βα + Λ1s2βα)sβα)
cβα→0
= −3ivΛ1 (2.5)
gh0h0H0 = −iv((Λ345(1− 3s2βα) + 3Λ1s2βα)cβα + 3(Λ6(2− 3s2βα)− Λ7c2βα)sβα)
cβα→0
= 0 (2.6)
gh0H0H0 = −iv((3Λ1c2βα + Λ345(3s2βα − 2))sβα + 3(Λ6 + Λ7s2βα − 3Λ6s2βα)cβα)
cβα→0
= −ivΛ3 (2.7)
gh0A0A0 = −iv(Λ7cβα + (Λ3 + Λ4 − Λ5)sβα)
cβα→0
= −ivΛ3 (2.8)
gH0H0H0 = −3iv((Λ1c2βα + Λ345s2βα)cβα − Λ7s2βα − 3Λ6c2βα)sβα
cβα→0
= 3ivΛ7 (2.9)
gH0A0A0 = −iv((Λ3 + Λ4 − Λ5)cβα − Λ7sβα)
cβα→0
= ivΛ7 (2.10)
2.4 Determining the Higgs self-couplings in 2HDM
In the SM, due to the small coupling between the Higgs boson and electron-positron ge−e+H ,
diagrams where the Higgs boson is intermediated do not make a noticeable contribution. Therefore,
they could be neglected safely. The contributing Feynman diagrams are given in figure 2. The
diagram with the red star is the one which makes the dominant contribution to the production
of ZHH, and that diagram alone makes it possible to measure the Higgs self-coupling in the SM.
Moreover, the quartic coupling gZZHH is also suppressed compared to the trilinear coupling gHHH .
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Z
H
H
Z
Z
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e
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Z
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*
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e
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H
H
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H
Figure 2. The Feynman diagrams which contribute to the scattering process of e−e+ → Z0HH at the
tree level in the SM. The amplitude with the red dot is the only one includes the coupling gHHH and also
makes the dominant contribution.
The situation is cumbersome for the 2HDM because there is more than one Higgs self-coupling.
As we are interested in the case where the h0 is indistinguishable from the SM Higgs (H), the
arguments in the SM hold for the 2HDM as well. The absolute value of the couplings ge−e+h0 ,
ge−e+H0 and ge−e+A0 are less than ∼ 10−6. Therefore, they could be neglected and noted that
ge−e+Z0 coupling is the only one which could make a significant contribution. Thus, Feynman
diagrams, where the Z-boson is intermediated, are the ones we take into account in the computation.
At last, the quadratic couplings compared to the trilinear Higgs self-couplings are small, and they
could be omitted as well. The first set of scattering processes which are investigated includes the
following final states. They are Z0H0h0, Z0A0h0, H0H0H0, h0h0h0, A0h0h0, A0A0h0, A0A0H0,
H0h0h0, and H0H0h0. All these processes include various combination of the trilinear Higgs self-
couplings, but in any case, their cross sections are less than ∼ 10−11 fb. The only exception is
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the process e−e+ → A0A0A0 which is at the order of ∼ 0.04 ab. However, it still less than an
atto-barn, therefore, it could not be possible to detect a single event throughout the lifetime of the
proposed colliders. Hence, the second set of processes are given in the top row of table 2. These are
the scattering processes which could be used to determine the Higgs self-couplings in the 2HDM.
Moreover, they are the only ones which have a cross section greater than atto barn. In table 2,
the trilinear Higgs self-couplings, which contribute to the scattering process indicated on top of
each column, are marked by a plus sign. The coupling gh0h0H0 vanishes as it is given in equation
2.6. Measuring the cross section of e−e+ → Z0A0A0 lets us to determine the coupling gh0A0A0 .
Next, studying the e−e+ → Z0H0H0 makes it possible to determine gh0H0H0 . The coupling gh0h0h0
(which is also in the SM) could be determined with the same scattering process e−e+ → Z0h0h0.
Accordingly, the coupling gH0A0A0 could be determined by studying e−e+ → A0H0h0. Finally,
gH0H0H0 could be extracted from e−e+ → A0H0H0 with the coupling (gH0A0A0) obtained in the
previous step.
Table 2. The trilinear Higgs self-couplings contributing to each scattering process in a future linear collider.
The exact alignment sβα = 1 and mH = mH0 = mA0 are set.
Z0A0A0 Z0H0H0 Z0h0h0 A0H0h0 A0H0H0
gh0h0h0 +
gh0H0H0 +
gH0H0H0 +
gh0A0A0 +
gH0A0A0 + +
The Feynman diagrams which contribute to each scattering process are given in figure 3. They
all share the same topology, Z-boson is intermediated between the initial and the final states, but
different particles and couplings are involved. Besides of all these self-couplings, it can be seen at
first glance in figure 3 that the couplings gZH0A0 and gZZh0 are also involved in each of the scattering
processes. Therefore, these couplings need to be determined as well. Studying e−e+ → Zh0 and
also the process e−e+ → ZZh0 with a smaller cross section could let us determine the coupling
gZZh0 [? ] , the same is true for the process e−e+ → A0h0 and e−e+ → ZA0h0 which makes it
possible to determine the coupling gZH0A0 [? ? ].
3 Machinery for the numerical analysis
The scattering of all the processes are denoted as
e−(k1, µ) + e+(k2, ν) → A(k3) + B(k4) + C(k5) (3.1)
where ka (a = 1, ..., 5) are the four-momenta of the incoming electron and the positron beam, at the
right-hand side of the reaction A, B and C represent the final states defined in table 2, respectively.
The spin polarizations of the incoming particles are denoted by µ and ν. The relevant Feynman
diagrams which make the contribution to the scattering in SM and 2HDM are shown in figure 2
and 3, respectively. The vertices are calculated with the help of FeynRules [51, 52], and they
are in good agreement with the model file in FeynArts [53, 54], then the diagrams as well as
the amplitudes are obtained employing FeynArts. After, the simplification of the amplitudes,
squaring the total amplitude, and integration over the phase space of the final states in a 2 → 3
scattering is accomplished using the driver program in FormCalc [55] routines.
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Figure 3. The set of Feynman diagrams, which contribute to the scattering process given in table 2, with
the caption indicate which scattering process it belongs to. For example; p1 stands for the first process in
the top row (e−e+ → Z0A0A0 ) in table 2. It should also be noted that the calculation is carried out in the
Feynman gauge, and there are the same set of diagrams with a Goldstone boson (G0) which is intermediated
instead of a vector boson.
The differential cross section for each of the scattering processes, which are given in table 2,
are defined as
dσ(s;µ, ν) =
1
n!
1
Φ(s)
(
1
4
∑
hel
|M(s;µ, ν)tot|2
)
dΦ(3) (3.2)
where Φ(s) =
√
s2 − 4sm2e is the flux factor for the incoming e−e+ beams. M is the total amplitude
of all the tree-level diagrams for each processes. The factor 1/n! is due to the identical particles at
the final state. The summation in equation 3.2 is taken over the polarization of the Z-boson if there
is, and next the spin-averaging of the initial particles are employed. The three-particle phase-space
of the final state is defined as
dΦ(3) = δ
(
k1 + k2 −
5∑
i=3
ki
)
5∏
j=3
d3kj
(2pi)32Ej
. (3.3)
The computation requires a mutli-dimensional integration, and we employed Monte-Carlo integra-
tion methods. Therefore, the routines in CUBA [56, 57] library are used.
The polarized cross section σ(s;Pe+ , Pe−) for an arbitrary degree of longitudinal beam polar-
izations is defined as
σ(s;Pe− , Pe+) =
1
4
[(1− Pe−)(1 + Pe+)σLR + (1 + Pe−)(1− Pe+)σRL] , (3.4)
where σLR stands for the cross section where the electron beam is polarized completely left-handed
(Pe+ = −1), and the positron beam is polarized completely (Pe− = +1) right-handed. The cross
sections σRL, σLL, and σRR are defined similarly. Note that due to the nature of the scattering
process, σLL and σRR are small to make an impact so we safely neglected these contributions in
equation 3.4.
4 The cross section distributions and discussion
In the computation, the results are presented for the following constants. The SM parameters
are taken from reference [58] where me = 0.51099 MeV, mZ = 91.1876 GeV, sw = 0.222897, and
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α = 1/127.944 are given. The mass of the SM Higgs boson is mH = 125.09 GeV [1–3]. The other
free parameters in the 2HDM are already introduced in section 2.
The cross section of the prominent channel e−e+ → Z0HH (double Higgs-strahlung) in SM
is presented in figure 4 (left). The unpolarized cross section is around 0.174 fb at
√
s = 0.5 TeV,
and it rises to 0.189 fb at
√
s = 0.6 TeV, then decreases slowly for higher energies. It is also seen
that the left-handed polarized electron and the right-handed polarized positron enhance the cross
section up to 0.459 fb. Additionally, the distributions for two polarization cases (σ(−0.3,+0.8)) and
(σ(−0.6,+0.8)) are given in figure 4 (left). Besides of that, on the right-hand side of the figure 4, all
the possible polarization configurations for the incoming beams are scanned, and the cross section
for double Higgs-strahlung is computed. The ratio σ(Pe− , Pe+)/σUU is plotted as a function of
(Pe− , Pe+) using the equation 3.4. It clearly shows that, the left-handed electron beam (Pe− = −1)
and right-handed positron beam (Pe+ = +1) maximize the cross section. The enhancement in the
cross section is raised up to a factor of 2.25 at the right bottom corner. However, it is dropped
significantly at the left bottom and the top right corners.
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Figure 4. (left): The distributions of the cross section for various polarizations of the incoming e−e+
beams. (right): The ratio of the cross sections (σ(Pe− , Pe+)/σUU ) as a function of the polarization of the
incoming electron/positron beams.
In this study, the exact alignment limit is taken for the 2HDM. As a result, the triple Higgs
coupling gh0h0h0 gets the same form with the coupling gHHH in the SM. Therefore, the process
e−e+ → Z0h0h0 in 2HDM has the same distribution given in figure 4 (left). Hence, an additional
figure with the same distribution is not plotted for this process. It is clear that a future lepton
collider which has a c.m. energy of 1 TeV could easily probe the Higgs self-coupling gh0h0h0 . As it
is intended by the exact alignment limit, h0 has the same couplings and the same production cross
section with the SM Higgs boson regarding the process Z0h0h0.
Considering the parameter space, the couplings gh0H0H0 and gh0A0A0 , as well as the masses of
mH0 and mA0 are identical. In addition to that, the topology of Feynman diagrams which take
place in e−e+ → Z0A0A0 and e−e+ → Z0H0H0 scattering processes are the same. Therefore, the
distribution of the cross section becomes identical, and they are plotted for various polarization
cases in figure 5 (left). Consequently, the distributions given in figure 5 (left) hold for these two
processes. The unpolarized cross section reaches σUU (e−e+ → Z0A0A0/Z0H0H0) ∼ 0.062 fb
around
√
s = 1 TeV. Then, it falls slowly at higher energies. Consequently, these two processes
will be the next ones to study in the future lepton colliders, and they could be used to extract the
couplings gh0A0A0 and gh0H0H0 . Moving to the next process, the distributions are given in figure 5
(center) for e−e+ → A0H0h0. The cross section is σUU ∼ 0.005 fb at
√
s = 1 TeV. This process
could let us to extract the coupling gH0A0A0 , but the cross section is quite small.
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Finally, the cross section is calculated for e−e+ → A0H0H0 and plotted in figure 5 (right).
Compared to the other processes e−e+ → A0H0H0 has the smallest cross section. The cross
section for the unpolarized incoming beams is σUU ∼ 1.1 ab at
√
s = 1 TeV, and it drops rapidly
at higher energies. It should be underlined that there are two couplings involved in the scattering
which are gH0A0A0 and gH0H0H0 , and both of them are a function of Λ7. The polarization of the
incoming beam has the potential to enhance the cross section which could improve the number of
events to be detected at the future lepton colliders. Considering the total luminosity which will
be gathered, it will be hard to measure or extract the coupling gH0H0H0 . On the other hand,
as it is mentioned before that the couplings gZZh0 and gZH0A0 are necessary to obtain the Higgs
self-couplings fully. Indeed, the following scattering processes e−e+ → ZZh0 and e−e+ → ZA0h0
have a sole function of determining the couplings gZZh0 and gZH0A0 , respectively. These process
have a cross section of σUU (e−e+ → ZZh0) = 0.288 fb and σUU (e−e+ → ZA0h0) = 0.098 fb at√
s = 1 TeV.
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Figure 5. The distributions of the cross section for various polarizations of the incoming e−e+ beams.
The mass of the extra Higgs states is set as mH = 175 GeV, and tβ = 10 is assumed. (left): The cross
section distributions for e−e+ → Z0A0A0 and e−e+ → Z0H0H0 are given. (center): The distributions are
for e−e+ → A0H0h0. (right): The process e−e+ → A0H0H0 is plotted.
An analysis is also carried out to test the tβ dependence, and it is given in figure 6 (left)
at
√
s = 1 TeV. It is seen that the cross section is flat for the process e−e+ → Zh0h0, that is
already expected because the coupling gh0h0h0 is the same as the SM one, and it does not change
with the tβ . In the exact alignment limit (sβα = 1), the production of ZA0A0 and ZH0H0 have
identical distributions, since both processes are a function of the same factor (Λ3) that dependence
is foreseen. Next, the production rate of A0H0h0 is at the maximum at low tβ , then it falls at
higher tβ values and reaches to saturation for tβ > 8. The last distribution is the production of
A0H0H0. Since two couplings are involved in this process, the tβ dependence is similar at high tβ
values with the A0H0h0 final state. While the cross section is rising with decreasing values of tβ ,
it falls again for tβ < 3. Finally, the cross section gets declined for all the processes investigated
in table 2 at increasing mH values given in figure 6 (right). That is anticipated because the mass
of all the extra Higgs states is increased, and the phase space becomes narrowed for the particles
at the final state. There is one exception which is the production of Zh0h0, that process does not
depend on the mH mass, and it is flat for all mH values. Overall, the production cross section of
the other processes increases for small mH values.
5 Identifying the process at the detector
In this section, the decay channels of each of the Higgs bosons are discussed, and possible collider
signatures for measuring each of the processes are examined. The possible background channels,
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Figure 6. The distributions of the cross sections for all the processes as a function of tβ (left) and mH
(right) at
√
s = 1 TeV. The mass of the extra Higgs states is set to mH = 175 GeV (left) and tβ = 10
(right), respectively.
the number of events expected in benchmark luminosities, and challenges are indicated for the
detection of the processes in a collider.
5.1 The decays of the neutral Higgs bosons
The decay widths and the branching ratios of all the Higgs bosons are calculated for the region
defined in table 1 using the 2HDMC. In figure 7, the branching ratios of the Higgs particles are
given as a pie chart for the neutral Higgs bosons. The decay width of each of the Higgs bosons
depends on the relevant vertices and the masses of the particles involved, but the branching ratios
are stable. Besides, these decay channels for each of the Higgs bosons are the same in varying the
Higgs mass mH . It can be seen in figure 7, the dominant decay channel for all the neutral Higgs
bosons is through bb¯-pair, and BR(h0/H0/A0 → bb¯) ≈ (62, 72, 54)%. Then, the second and the
third dominant ones are gluon and cc¯ pairs, respectively. It is logical to say that, the dominant
pattern for each of the neutral Higgses in the detector is the di-jet due to the b-quark, the gluon, and
the c-quark pairs. The fourth decay channel that is common for all of them is the h0/H0/A0 → τ τ¯ ,
but the branching ratio is low compared to the di-jet signal. The lightest Higgs, which resembles the
SM Higgs boson, has other decay channels through vector boson pairs that are considerably large
compared to the other neutral Higgs bosons. Even though these decay channels could be considered
as advantageous, they could be cumbersome due to the extra Z-boson at the final state and the
leptonic decays of the W-boson. Therefore, the hadronic decay channels of h0 boson promise more
in the extraction of its pattern.
h0
%2
%20
%6
%3
%7
%62
h0  ⟶  b b
h0  ⟶ g g
h0  ⟶ c c
h0  ⟶ ta+ ta-
h0  ⟶ W+ W-
h0  ⟶ Z  Z
H0
%7
%3
%17
%72
H0  ⟶ b b
H0  ⟶ g g
H0  ⟶ c c
H0  ⟶ ta+ ta-
A0
%6
%3
%37 %54
A0  ⟶ b b
A0  ⟶ g g
A0  ⟶ c c
A0  ⟶ ta+ ta-
Figure 7. The branching ratios of all the neutral Higgs bosons for the point defined in table 1.
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5.2 Identification of the processes and possible background channels
Since the decay channels for each of the particles at the final state are defined previously, the pattern
for each of the channels that are expected at the detector could be obtained easily. The Z-boson
decays through three main channels with the following branching ratios: hadronic BR(Z0 → qq¯) ∼
0.70, leptonic BR(Z0 → ll¯) ∼ 0.10, and invisible (∼ 0.20) [58]. An ideal case for the channels where
the Z-boson is presented would be letting all the neutral Higgs bosons decay through bb¯ pair + the
hadronic decay of the Z0 boson. Thus, there will be 4 b-quark initiated (b-tagged) jets + 2 light
jets (coming from the Z-boson decay) at the final state. Additionally, it is possible to trigger the
events with Z0 → ll¯ instead of hadronic decay, and there will be two leptons with the opposite sign
in the final state + 4 b-tagged jets. Unfortunately, the leptonic branching ratio is small compared
to the hadronic decays, and there could be as much as seven times fewer events accumulated in
the detector. Since b-tagging algorithms let to distinguish the flavor of jets, it would be useful to
explore various possible final states. Among all the possible patterns at the detector, the six of
them which are distinguishable are explored, and the percentage of the events are given in table
3. It is seen that the full hadronic decay of all the particles at the final state gives the biggest
fraction of events for each of the processes. However, the full hadronic final state of the Z0h0h0 has
the lowest percentage because it has more options to decay such as W+W−/Z0Z0 (figure 7 (left)).
There are some detector level studies explored these channels [59, 60]. It should be noted that a
full detector simulation of e−e+ → Z0HH in SM was performed in the following references [11–14].
Table 3. The percentage of the events with different decay channels are given. Since there is no Z-boson
in the last two processes, the stared numbers refers to τ τ¯ decay channel in ll¯.
Detector patterns Z0A0A0 Z0H0H0 Z0h0h0 A0H0h0 A0H0H0
1 4 b-quark jets + 2 jets 20.59 36.24 26.60 28.54 36.74
2 4 b-quark jets + ll¯ 2.94 5.18 3.80 7.33* 8.73*
3 2 b-quark jets + ll¯ + 2 jets 4.33 2.96 1.25 5.75* 7.60*
4 2 b-quark jets + 4 jets 30.32 20.74 8.72 9.10* 14.13*
5 4 jets + ll¯ 8.87 8.56 5.15 13.98* 17.79*
6 6 jets 62.08 59.94 36.03 62.53 80.64
If it is assumed that the ILC project could obtain a total integrated luminosity of 1 ab−1 (or
3 ab−1 in high lumi phase) [61] in its lifetime, then the number of events expected for each of the
processes at
√
s = 1 TeV is given in table 4 where the extra Higgs massesmH = 175 GeV and tβ = 10
are set. The number of events expected for each of the patterns could be calculated easily using
table 3 and table 4. Accordingly, if 6 jets final state is considered with 3 ab−1 total luminosity, one
expects a total of about 115 (111) events in Z0A0A0 (Z0H0H0) final state. That is without taking
into account the experimental acceptance cuts and various efficiencies. The same calculation yields
about 144 events for Z0h0h0 with L = 3 ab−1. Unfortunately, the last two scattering processes
A0H0h0 and A0H0H0 yield . 10 and . 3 events with L = 3 ab−1, respectively. The polarization of
the incoming beams could increase the number of events up to 2.25 times at most (figure 4 (right)).
However, that still could not be enough to measure these two processes. Eventually, exploring the
full hadronic final state for each process gives more events in the detector, and it could be the
best chance to identify these processes. However, all the possible background channels need to be
considered as well.
The production rate of each of the processes in e+e− collider is small. Considering the weakness
of the signals, it could be asked whether these processes could be extracted from the SM background.
In table 3, it is seen that all the neutral Higgses decay through the b-quark pair, and it indicates
that the b-quark identification is vital in the reconstruction of each of the processes and also in
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Table 4. The expected number of events for two benchmark luminosities at
√
s = 1 TeV, where mH =
175 GeV and tβ = 10 are set.
Z0A0A0 Z0H0H0 Z0h0h0 A0H0h0 A0H0H0
L = 1 ab−1 62 62 133 5 1.1
L = 3 ab−1 186 186 399 15 3.3
some of the production channels. Also, due to the parton branching of quarks/gluons and the
missefficiency of b-tagging algorithms, the number of jets or b-tagged jets are not fixed in the final
state. Therefore, observing some of these patterns at the detector and making measurements of the
Higgs self-couplings will be challenging.
There are also many background channels which could hide the processes we are interested
in. Some of the background channels most relevant and expected to shadow the processes are as
follows: e+e− → Zbb¯bb¯, e+e− → Zbb¯cc¯, e+e− → Zcc¯cc¯, and e+e− → ZZ → bb¯bb¯ in SM. Therefore,
reconstructing the Higgs masses in each event could be useful. If the b-quark pairs do not come
from the neutral Higgses, they will fall out of the Higgs mass range, and these events could be
excluded. If the b-tagging efficiency is taken around 80% or higher, and requiring HiHj → bb¯bb¯ +
hadronic decay of Z-boson offers a distinct pattern at the detector which is 4 b-tagged jets + 2 light
jets. That pattern has a significant fraction of the events, and because of b-tagged jet requirement,
it could be used to eliminate the big fraction of the background channels. Moreover, if the top-
quark (Z-boson and neutral Higgs bosons) is demanded to decay into semi-leptonic (hadronic) final
states, top-quark involved processes will also contribute to the main background: e+e− → tt¯cc¯,
e+e− → tt¯bb¯, e+e− → tt¯Z(→ bb¯), e+e− → tt¯H(→ bb¯), e+e− → tt¯ZH, e+e− → tt¯ZZ, e+e− → tt¯,
and e+e− → tt¯j where the top-quarks and the Higgs boson decaying through the bb¯ pair or the light
jets could mimic some of the final states of the processes given in table 3. Requiring the top-quark
reconstruction and kinematical cut on these events could eliminate a large fraction of them. Light
jets associated with a various number of vector bosons could also be considered as a background. In
any case, a Monte Carlo simulation of each of the processes with different decay channels is required
to estimate the trigger efficiency and the acceptance of the detector. Thus, a realistic estimation of
the potential of the future lepton colliders could be obtained.
6 Summary and conclusion
In this study, the production rate of various processes is carried out in a e+e− collider. These pro-
cesses are selected for extracting the triple Higgs self-couplings in the 2HDM. The model is examined
considering the new experimental constraints on the charged Higgs boson. These constraints favor
the exact alignment limit where sβα = 1, and consequently h0 becomes indistinguishable from the
SM Higgs boson. There are in total of eight possible Higgs self-couplings, and two of them includes
the charged Higgs states which are not within the scope of this study. One of the rest vanishes
when sβα = 1, thus, only five of them survive. The involvement of the Higgs self-couplings for each
of the processes are given in table 2. As we deliberately picked the sβα = 1 limit, the scattering
process e−e+ → Z0h0h0 helps to extract the prominent coupling gh0h0h0 just like in the SM. The
next task, in the extraction of the triple self-couplings, would be studying Z0A0A0 and Z0H0H0
final states, then the couplings gh0A0A0 and gh0H0H0 could be determined, respectively. Besides,
these final states have a modest cross section, and the plan in the colliders would be studying them
after Zh0h0. The next process e−e+ → A0H0h0 lets us access the coupling gH0A0A0 . However, the
cross section is small, and it might not be possible to collect enough events. Finally, the process
e−e+ → A0H0H0 makes it possible to determine gH0H0H0 with the help of the coupling gH0A0A0 if
it ever could be obtained in the previous step. However, considering the previous process is hard to
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observe, measurement of the gH0H0H0 coupling is also a challenge using the processes investigated
in this paper. On the other hand, various polarization scenarios of the incoming beams have a
potential to increase the cross section. Indeed, the cross section is enhanced up to a factor of 1.8
for P (e−e+) = (−0.60,+0.80), and the polarization has the same effects on all the processes.
The decay channels of all the neutral Higgs bosons and possible patterns of each of the processes
are also investigated. The analysis shows that in this particular choice of the parameter space all
the neutral Higgs bosons have similar decay channels. They mainly decay through bb¯ pair, light
quark pair, gluon pair, and with a small fraction to τ τ¯ pair. Therefore, if one chooses to study
the hadronic decays of all the scattering processes, then the highest fraction of events could be
obtained in the detector. It is concluded that the jet-finding algorithms will determine whether
these processes with the given patterns could be observed due to the challenges in the high jet
multiplicity environment in the detector. The jet reconstruction and better efficiency of b-quark
initiated jets for some of the channels are essential to reconstruct the processes. A better assessment
of the observability of each of the processes requires Monte Carlo simulation of the signal and all
the possible background processes, that is beyond the scope of this paper.
Among the proposals of all the future lepton colliders, the ILC with c.m. range up to 1 TeV
has the biggest potential regarding all the cross section distributions. However, the FCC-ee with a√
s = 0.5 TeV could still make measurements and compete for the couplings gh0h0h0 , gh0A0A0 and
gh0H0H0 . Unfortunately, the proposed CEPC do not have enough c.m. energy to explore the Higgs
self-couplings, even the process e−e+ → Z0HH in the SM.
The last missing piece of the SM (Higgs boson) is exposed by the LHC. However, there is no any
clue to the new physics. The 2HDM is one simple extension of the SM with full of predictions. This
study shows the potential of exploring the triple Higgs self-couplings in the 2HDM in the future
lepton colliders. Measuring these couplings will let us confirm the shape of the Higgs potential.
However, obtaining the triple Higgs self-couplings is not enough for determining the shape of the
Higgs potential. The complete reconstruction could be achieved by measuring the quartic Higgs
self-couplings as well.
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